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Abstract—In the ground moving target indication with synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) community, algorithms used to estimate the
velocity of a detected moving target are important because they are
relative to the topics about refocusing and azimuth displacement
correction. The velocity is regarded as a vector with two components,
one in azimuth and one in range direction, and new algorithms
aiming at estimating the two components are proposed and verified.
The range velocity estimator transforms a detected patch containing
a moving target to range Doppler domain by using the 1-D fast
Fourier Transform in each range bin to achieve its range Doppler
locus. The slope of the range Doppler locus is computed by using the
Radon Transform on the range Doppler plane and the range velocity
component is worked out according to radar system parameters and
the slope value. Two estimators are proposed to compute the azimuth
velocity component. One is based on symmetric defocusing in Doppler
domain, the other is based on phase gradient in wave-number domain.
Experiments confirm the effectiveness of the estimators by using
simulated and field data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Moving target detection, imaging, and velocity estimation are active
research fields with civilian and military applications in synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) community [1–13]. Many applications aim at
determining the position and the velocity of certain targets. It is
critical to estimate its velocity because properly refocusing and locating
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the moving target require the knowledge of the two components. This
paper address the design of processing algorithms aiming at estimating
the velocity of a detected moving target in a complex-valued SAR
imagery.
Traditional velocity estimators use multi-antenna systems, such
as linear antenna array velocity SAR (VSAR) [14], along-track interferometry [4, 10, 15–17], and displaced-phase-center-antenna [8, 18].
They can give accurate velocity estimate and resolve the velocity ambiguity well. However, the systems are so complex that both hardware and computation efforts are needed. Many velocity estimators
based on a single antenna SAR or a complex-valued SAR imagery are
proposed to overcome the shortcomings inherent in the multi-antenna
systems. Most of them are based on the azimuth phase history originated by moving targets [8, 19–23]. In addition, some meaningful works
that take into account the antenna radiation pattern are also effective [3, 24, 25]. Estimators herein are designed based on the azimuth
phase history.
It is known that a moving target’s range and azimuth motion
influence its Doppler shift and Doppler rate in the azimuth phase
history, respectively. Accordingly, the velocity estimation problem is
equal to determining the two Doppler parameters naturally. Due to
temporal sampling, the induced Doppler shift suffers the limitation of
pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Classical solutions to this problem
are to relocate the equipment with an increasing PRF [2] or a
nonuniform PRF [26], or using waveform diversity techniques [27].
However, these measures increase the memory requirement and
equipment complexity.
Many methods are proposed to improve the dilemma successively.
Kirsht estimates the velocity by evaluating the variation of the single
amplitude during the sequence with sub-aperture technique [21].
This approach relies on thorough measurement of the moving target
position and amplitude. However, the requirement is hard to be
fulfilled in practice. J. Dias et al. use the antenna radiation pattern
information to determine the range velocity from the skew of the twodimensional spectral signature of a moving target, and determine the
azimuth velocity component from the scale of the antenna radiation
patten [3, 24, 25]. These methods give effective results when the moving
target signatures are digitally spotlighted. However, it is suitable
for a point-like moving target, when the Doppler locus of a moving
target is mixed with that of background, or an extended moving target
exists, the estimation accuracy can not be ensured. S. Brush et al.
estimate the velocity vector by azimuth split decomposition, i.e.,
spectrum bandpass filtering [28]. In this method, the azimuth velocity
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component depends on the estimation accuracy of the displacement
vector, and the range velocity component depends on the estimation
accuracy of the temporal shift and the local incident angle. A
newer estimator based on the range alignment method is proposed
by Wang et al. [23]. It exploits the fact that range migration can
be corrected by shifting the Doppler slices such that their envelopes
are similar, and thus the Doppler centroid can be estimated from the
shifting step. This estimator also suffers from small signal-to-clutter
ratio.
We propose new velocity estimators for a detected moving target
in a complex-valued SAR imagery based on the symmetric de-focusing
technique. The basic idea is the combination of azimuth phase history
and fundamental kinematics. To be specific, the Doppler locus of a
moving target appears as an oblique line in the range Doppler plane
due to the range motion, and a coarse range velocity component
can be deduced from the slope of the oblique line and radar system
parameters.
Due to the azimuth motion, the image of a moving target will
be smeared in azimuth direction when its returns are processed in
the same way as the stationary returns. Processed by two symmetric
defocusing filters (SDF), the target image derives two defocused
versions. In the two defocused images, the background is defocused
to the same extent, while the moving target is defocused in different
degrees. The sharpness difference between the two defocused images is
used as a feature value to estimate the azimuth velocity component
with an SDF bank. The feature value is robust because it tries
to alleviate the influence of the clutters and interferences. Another
azimuth velocity estimator (AVE) is based on phase gradient technique
in Doppler domain. In each range bin of the range Doppler plane, the
phase gradient appears as a oblique line due to the azimuth motion.
Combining the slope of the oblique line with radar system parameters,
the azimuth velocity estimate works out. This estimator can get high
estimation accuracy under condition of a strong moving target or a
large PRF. However, it is not robust when a weak moving target is
embedded in strong background.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, radar imaging
fundamentals are introduced briefly. Section 3 describes a range
velocity estimator based on Radon transform on the range Doppler
plane. Then two AVEs based on an SDF bank and phase gradient
technique are described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6,
experiments are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithms by using simulated and field data. Finally, Section 7 draws
a conclusion.
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2. FUNDAMENTALS
2.1. Kinematics and Range Doppler Plane
A typical slant-plane of a bore-sight strip-map SAR scenario is shown
in Figure 1. A moving target is located at (R0 , 0) when it is in the
antenna bore-sight direction. It moves at a constant velocity Va in
azimuth and a constant velocity Vr in range. The radar platform moves
with a constant velocity Vp . θB is the antenna beam-width and ∆η is
the time interval during which the target travels through one range
bin. During the imaging period, the target is located at range bin r0
when the radar beam arrives at time η = −η0 , and at range bin rN −1
when the beam departs at time η = η0 .
The distance from platform to target at time η is
q
R(η) = (R0 + Vr η)2 + (Vp − Va )2 η 2
(Vp − Va )2 η 2
, |η| 6 η0
(1)
2R0
Ignoring the constant phase term, the Doppler phase history can be
written as
m 2
φ(η) = 2πfdc η + πfdr
η , |η| 6 η0
(2)
≈ R0 + Vr η +

m = −2(V − V )2 /(λR ), and λ denotes the
where fdc = −2Vr /λ, fdr
p
a
0
carrier wavelength. As one range bin length is
c
∆r =
,
(3)
2fs

η
η0

θB /2

Va
Vr
0
−η0 +∆η
−η0

r

Va

η)
R(-η 0 +∆
)
η0
R(θB /2
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r0

...
r1
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Figure 1. A sketch of typical strip-map SAR scenario with a moving
target.
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where c is the light speed, and fs is sampling frequency in the fast
time domain, the moving-target-introduced Doppler phase history in
the k-th range bin becomes
¯
µ
¶¯
¯
¯ ∆η
∆η
φk (η) = φ(η), ¯¯η − η0 −
− k∆η ¯¯ 6
(4)
2
2
where ∆η = c/(2fs Vr ). The Doppler centroid in (4) is
¶
µ
∆η
(k)
m
− k∆η fdr
,
fdc = fdc + η0 −
2

(5)

and the Doppler rate is
(k)

m
fdr = fdr
.

(6)

It can be seen that the distance between the Doppler centroids of the
moving target in two adjacent range bins is
(k+1)

∆fdc = fdc

(k)

m
− fdc = −fdr
∆η,

(7)

and the Doppler bandwidth in the range bin rk is
(k)

m
BD = −fdr
∆η,

(8)

which means that in a synthetic aperture time, the Doppler bandwidth
of a moving target can be written as
2(Vp − Va )θB
.
(9)
λ
Figure 2 shows a sketch of Doppler loci of different targets in a
range Doppler plane. T1 represents the Doppler locus introduced by
a stationary target, and it appears as a straight line perpendicular to
(k)

BD = N BD =

fD
fPRF /2
T2
T1

r
T4

− fPRF /2

Figure 2. A sketch of range Doppler plane.

T3
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the range axis. T2 represents that of a target moving towards the
radar, and it appears as an oblique line having a positive slope. T3
represents that of a target moving backwards the radar, and it appears
as an oblique line having a negative slope. T4 represents a target
moving backwards from the radar so fast that its Doppler locus appears
in the form of two separated parts wrapping around pulse repetition
frequency. It can be seen that the slope of the Doppler locus varies
with the range velocity component of the moving target, and thus the
range velocity component value can be deduced from the slope of the
corresponding Doppler locus roughly.
2.2. Radar Image of a Moving Target
Without considering the antenna beam-pattern, the azimuth signal
history of a moving target in the range bin rk can be approximately
written as
¯
µ
¶¯
¯
¯ ∆η
∆η
(k)
jφk (η)
sm (η; Vm ) = e
, ¯¯η − η0 −
− k∆η ¯¯ 6
(10)
2
2
where Vm = (Vr , Va ). By taking the Fourier transform of (10), the
signal history in Doppler domain can be expressed by
¯
¯ B (k)
2 −j2πf (η −f k )
¯
(k) ¯
(k)
−jπkm fD
D 0
dc m
Sm (fD ; Vm ) = γe
e
, ¯fD − fdc ¯ 6 D (11)
2
(k)2

(k)

m , γ = e−jπkm fdc +j2πfdc η0 is a constant, and f
where km = 1/fdr
D
is the Doppler frequency. According to the range Doppler imaging
algorithm, the azimuth matched filter
2

H0 (fD ) = ejπks fD

(12)

−λR0 /(2Vp2 ),

where ks =
is used to compress the azimuth signal in
each range bin.
Filtered by (12), signal (10) becomes
· (k) ³
´¸
B
Vr R0
sin D
η
−
η
+
0
2
Vp2
(k)
h
³
´i
sc(k)
(η)
=
∗ sdiff (η),
m
Vr R0
π η − η0 − V 2
(13)
p
h
i
2
(k)
sdiff (η) = F fD →η
e−jπαm ks fD ,
(k)

|fD |6BD /2

where αm = km /ks − 1, and the symbol “∗” means the convolution
operation. It is observed that the range velocity component introduces
a time-delay term and results in a misplacement by ∆a = −Vr R0 /Vp
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Figure 3. Ideally focused and unfocused images of a moving target.
in azimuth, and that the azimuth velocity component stretches the
effective time width of the compressed signal to
Nλ
R0 θB N
ηw ≈
+ |αm |
.
(14)
2θB Vp
Vp
So, the corresponding smeared image length is
N λR0
ρsmear ≈ ρa N + |αm |
,
2ρa

(15)

where ρa = λ/(2θB ) is the azimuth resolution. Equation (15)
shows£ that the image of ¤the moving target is smeared approximately
in N 1 + |αm |λR0 /(2ρ2a ) azimuth resolution cells when its azimuth
returns are compressed by (12) in each range bin. Figure 3 presents
the comparison between the smeared and ideally focused image of a
moving point target. We see that if the ideal target image occupies
an area with range resolution ρr and azimuth resolution ρa , then its
smeared image will cover an area with the range length N ∆r and
azimuth length ρsmear . In addition, the smeared image is displaced in
azimuth by ∆a due to the range motion.
For a quadratic phase error, in the smeared image the energy
tends to be spread uniformly over the distance of the smear for an
unweighted aperture, and the sharpness of target image achieves its
maximum value when the moving target is ideally focused [29], which
makes it possible to estimate its azimuth velocity component by using
symmetric defocusing filters.
3. RANGE VELOCITY ESTIMATOR
3.1. Principle
The Radon transform has been successfully used in SAR image
processing for its advantageous property in detecting lines with
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Figure 4. Geometry parameters used in Radon transform.
arbitrary orientation [30]. We adopt the Radon transform to get
the slope of the Doppler locus of a moving target in the range
Doppler plane. This transform integrates intensity along every possible
direction in the range Doppler image and maps this information into a
feature space parameterized by the angle with respect to the positive
r axis, θ, and the distance from the center of the image, ρ, as shown
in Figure 4.
If the discrete version of the range Doppler plane is denoted by
Sm (fDm , rn ), then taking Radon transform of Sm (fDm , rn ), we get the
Radon plane
µ
¶
M
−1 N
−1
X
X
ρn −k cos θl −m sin θl
Sm (fDm , rk )rect
SR (ρn , θl ) =
, (16)
∆ρ
m=0 k=0

where
θl = 2πl/L, ρn = nρmax /(2K), ∆ρ = ρmax /(2K), and ρmax =
√
2
M + N 2 /2. In the Radon plane, most large values concentrate near
the slope angle of the Doppler locus.
A feature used to identify the angle θ is defined by the standard
deviation of SR (ρn , θl ) along dimension ρ, i.e.,
s
¯
¯2
PK
¯
¯
n=−K+1 SR (ρn , θl ) − S̄R (θl )
D(θl ) =
,
(17)
2K
K
X
1
S̄R (θl ) =
SR (ρn , θl ),
(18)
2K
n=−K+1

and the angle θ corresponding to the Doppler locus of a moving target
can be simply calculated from
θ̂ = arg max D(θl ).
θl

(19)

As the Doppler locus of the moving target has the slope −ctanθ̂,
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the following relationship
s
fdr
∆fD
= −ctanθ̂ ·
(20)
Vr
∆r
provides a chance to compute a coarse range velocity component by

V̂r = −tanθ̂ ·

Vp2 M fc
,
fPRF fs R0

(21)

where ∆fD = fPRF /M . This coarse estimate is used to algin the range
Doppler locus of a moving target. After the azimuth velocity estimate,
say Vˆa , is calculated on the aligned range Doppler plane, the final range
velocity estimate will be
V̂r = − tan θ̂

(Vp − V̂a )2 M fc
.
fPRF fs R0

(22)

3.2. Discussion
The Equation (22) can be used to estimate any range velocity in theory
given that the slope of the Doppler locus is achieved. However, it is
constrained by many factors actually. The equation shows that if the
radar system parameters and R0 are determined, then the estimation
error of Vr is influenced by θ and Va . Let cs = M fc /(fPRF fs R0 ), the
deviation of Vr is
dθ
dVr = −cs (Vp − Va )2 ·
+ tan θ · cs (Vp − Va )dVa .
(23)
cos2 θ
It can be seen that dVr is dominated by θ. θ must be in some
range so that dθ and dVa can not make the dVr very large. In the first
term of (23), as cs (Vp − Va )2 is always larger than 1, θ is not easy to be
controlled. We choose a medium range that |θ| 6 π/4 in the research.
In the last term of (23), θ should satisfy
µ
¶
1
|θ| 6 arctan
.
(24)
cs Vp
So, θ will be chosen from

½

|θ| 6 min

π
, arctan
4

µ

1
cs Vp

¶¾
.

(25)

If an estimate of θ is larger than π/4, the number of azimuth bins
of the selected patch, i.e., M, should be adjusted until (25) is satisfied.
In this mean, the maximum range velocity estimate is
|Vr,max | ≈ cs Vp2 .

(26)
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In addition, the estimation accuracy of θ is influenced by the
background. If the background is strong, then the range Doppler plane
will be dominated by the background, and thus θ will not be estimated
accurately. In this circumstance, the patch should be preprocessed by
the clutter-excluding algorithms.
4. AN AZIMUTH VELOCITY ESTIMATOR BASED ON
SYMMETRIC DEFOCUS FILTER BANK
4.1. Principle
After a target patch is compensated with the range velocity estimate
V̂r , a new azimuth matched filter
2

H(fD , α) = ejπks (1+α)fD
(27)
is used to defocus the compensated patch. As a result, the defocused
image of the moving target will smear in
λR0
M (α, αm ) = 1 + |α − αm | 2
(28)
2ρa
azimuth resolution cells approximately. As described in [?], the
combination of H(fD , α) and H(fD , −α) is termed an SDF pair. Two
defocused versions will be generated when the compensated patch is
processed by an SDF pair. If the filter H(fD , α) focuses a moving
target with an azimuth velocity ∆Va ideally, then when it is used to
focus the moving target with an azimuth velocity Va , Equation (28)
becomes
|Va − ∆Va | λR0
M (∆Va , Va ) = 1 +
.
(29)
Vp
ρ2a
Many measurements are proposed to characterize the focus
effective of the SAR images, such as sharpness, contrast, and
entropy [23]. In this research, we choose sharpness measurement for
its simplicity in computation and that it can give distinctive difference
between the two defocused images. For simplicity, we assume that
the patch contains a moving target and a stationary point target
(background), and the two targets have the intensity |b|2 and |g|2 ,
respectively. The two defoucused patches herein are denoted by P1
and P2 . The patch P1 has the sharpness
|b|4
|g|4
Sp1 =
+
,
(30)
M (∆Va , Va ) M (∆Va , 0)
and P2 has the sharpness
|b|4
|g|4
Sp2 =
+
.
(31)
M (−∆Va , Va ) M (∆Va , 0)
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The sharpness difference between P1 and P2
f (∆Va ) =

|b|4
|b|4
−
M (∆Va , Va ) M (−∆Va , Va )

(32)

will be used as a feature to estimate the azimuth velocity component.
Let’s discuss (32). Allowing for the symmetry of the SDF pair, we
discuss it under condition of ∆Va > 0. When the azimuth velocity of
a moving target, Va , is greater than zero, two cases will appear.
1) In the case of 0 < ∆Va 6 Va , the differential of f (∆Va ) is
£
¤
2λR0 Vp ρ2a |b|4 (Vp ρ2a + λR0 Va )2 + (λR0 ∆Va )2
df (∆Va )
=
> 0.
d∆Va
[(Vp ρ2a + λR0 Va )2 − (λR0 ∆Va )2 ]2
2) In the case of ∆Va > Va , the differential of f (∆Va ) is
4λ2 R02 Va Vp ρ2a |b|4 (Vp ρ2a + λR0 ∆Va )
df (∆Va )
=−
< 0.
d∆Va
[(Vp ρ2a + λR0 ∆Va )2 − (λR0 Va )2 ]2
The two cases show that 1) when 0 < ∆Va 6 Va , the sharpness
difference is a monotonic increasing function and it reaches the
maximum value at the point where ∆Va = Va , and that 2) when
∆Va > Va , the sharpness difference is a monotonic decreasing function
and it reaches the maximum value at the point where ∆Va = Va . In
addition, it infinitely approaches zero with the increment of ∆Va .
In the case of Va < 0, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) when 0 < ∆Va 6 −Va , the sharpness difference is a monotonic
decreasing function and it reaches the minimum value at the point
where ∆Va = −Va , and 2) when ∆Va > −Va , the sharpness difference
is a monotonic increasing function and it reaches the minimum value
at the point where ∆Va = Va . In addition, it infinitely approaches zero
with the decrement of ∆Va .
Figure 5 presents a sketch of f (∆Va ) for two cases: Va1 > 0
(target 1) and Va2 < 0 (target 2). We see that the maximum sharpness
difference is located at the point where ∆Va = |Va |. If the maximum
sharpness difference is less than zero, then the corresponding target
is moving in the opposite direction of the platform. If the maximum
sharpness difference is larger than zero, then the target is moving in
the same direction of the platform.
From the discussions above, the azimuth velocity estimator can
be modeled by
V̂a = arg max f (∆Va ).
(33)
∆Va
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f (∆V a )
Target 1

Va1 −Va2

0

∆Va

Target 2

Figure 5. A sketch of sharpness difference as functions of ∆Va .
4.2. Discussion
Let us discuss the minimum detectable azimuth velocity component
Vmin,a . It is relative to the threshold value of sharpness difference
which is used to identify the moving target area. According to our
experience and simulation results, the sharpness difference of the two
defocused images defined by f (i, j) follows a half positive Gaussian
distribution approximately
f2
2
p(f ) = √
e− 2σ2 ,
2πσ

So, from
2
PF = √
2πσ

Z

∞

−

e

f2
2σ 2

f >0
µ

df = erfc

fth

f
√th
2σ

(34)
¶
(35)

we see that if a constant false alarm ratio PF is given, the threshold
value fth can be determined.
The parameter σ in (34) can be easily calculated by using
statistical theory. As Vmin,a ¿ Vp , we have αmin ≈ 2Vmin,a /Vp .
Let fmax denote the sharpness of the ideally focused target, and the
sharpness of a moving target with azimuth velocity Vmin,a will be
fmin,a =

fmax
0
1 + αmρλR
2

(36)

a

in the SAR image having focused background. As fmin,a > fth , αmin
approximately satisfies
1
fth
1−
>
.
(37)
αmin λR0
f
1 + ρ2
max
a
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As a result, the minimum detectable azimuth velocity is approximately
|Vmin,a | ≈

²ρ2a Vp
,
2(1 − ²)λR0

(38)

where ² = fth /fmax .
5. AN AZIMUTH VELOCITY ESTIMATOR BASED ON
PHASE GRADIENT
5.1. Principle
For simplicity, the analysis turns to wavenumber domain. The ideal
azimuth signal history of a moving target can be written in space
domain as
·
¸
¶
µ
(1−εa )2 u2
−j 4π
R
+ε
u+
r
0
u − εa u
λ
2R0
g̃(u) = ba(u − εa u)e
,
(39)
rect
ls
where u = Vp η is the azimuth position of the radar, b the scattering
coefficient of the target, a(u) the antenna radiation pattern in azimuth
direction, εr = Vr /Vp , εa = Va /Vp , and ls the synthetic aperture length.
Without considering the constant phase terms, Equation (39) takes the
following form in wavenumber domain
G̃(ku ) = bW (ku − kWC )e−j

4πR0
λ

e

j

(ku −kWC )2
4π(1−εa )2 Ka

,

(40)

where kWC = 4πεr /λ, W (ku − kWC ) is the antenna radiation pattern,
and Ka = 2/(λR0 ). In the n-th range bin, the azimuth signal of
background is
2
ku

C̃n (ku ) = Bn (ku )ej 4πKa ,

(41)

where Bn (ku ) is the combination of antenna pattern and the
background. The azimuth signal in the n-th range bin is
S̃n (ku ) = G̃(ku ) + C̃n (ku ).
by

Usually |εa | ¿ 1, so 1/(1 − εa

)2

(42)

≈ 1 + 2εa , and thus after filtered
ku

H(ku ) = e−j 4πKa ,

(43)

Equation (42) becomes
2
εa ku

Sn (ku ) = bW (ku − kWC )ejφL (ku ) ej 2πKa + Bn (ku ),
φL (ku ) =

2
(1 + 2εa )kWC
− 2kWC (1 + 2εa )ku
.
4πKa

(44)
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It can be seen that φL (ku ) is a linear function of ku , and the phase
term εa ku2 /(2πKa ) can be looked on as an interference to φL (ku ). It
means that
Ḡ(ku , kWC , εa ) = bW (ku − kWC ) exp[φL (ku )]

(45)

denotes the azimuth history of an ideal focused moving target.
Equation (44) can be rewritten as
2
εa ku

Sn (ku ) = Ḡ(ku , kWC , εa )ej 2πKa + Bn (ku ),

(46)

and its discrete form is
Sn (k) = Ḡ(k)ej

2
εa k2 ∆ku
2πKa

+ Bn (k),

(47)

where ∆ku = 2πfPRF /(M Vp ) with M being the azimuth number of a
given SAR image.
It is possible to estimate the phase difference between adjacent
Doppler bins in wavenumber domain by computing the phase of
Dn (k) = Sn (k + 1)Sn∗ (k).

(48)

Substitution of (47) into (48) gives
Dn (k) = b2 |W (k − kc )|2 e−j

2
kc (1+2εa )∆ku
2πKa

ej

2
εa (2k+1)∆ku
2πKa

+ B 0 (k),

(49)

where kc = kWC /∆ku . The phase of Dn (k) is a linear function of k
corresponding to the coefficient εa ∆ku2 /(πKa ).
If the detected area covers L pixels in azimuth, then the ordinary
(n)
least squares estimator of εa in the n-th range bin, i.e., ε̂a,LS , can be
obtained from
(L−3 ·
¸)
X
πKa
Dn (l + 1)Dn∗ (l)
(n)
ε̂a,LS =
∠
.
(50)
(L − 2)∆ku2
|Dn (l + 1)Dn∗ (l)|
l=0

(n)

To avoid suffering from wrapping problems, ε̂a,LS is usually written as
(L−3 ·
)
X Dn (l + 1)D∗ (l) ¸
πKa
(n)
n
ε̂a,LS =
∠
.
(51)
(L − 2)∆ku2
|Dn (l + 1)Dn∗ (l)|
l=0

The variance of

(n)
εa,LS

is

π 2 Ka2 (1 − |γn |2 )
,
2∆ku4 |γn |2
where γn is the mean signal coherence in the n-th range bin
PL−3
|Dn (l + 1)Dn∗ (l)|2
2
|γn | = PL−3 l=0
.
PL−3
2
2
l=0 |Dn (l + 1)|
l=0 |Dn (l)|
σn2 =

(52)

(53)
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If the Doppler locus of the moving target occupies Nr range bins
after compensated by the estimated range velocity component, then
two ways can be used to compute the global estimate of εa . One is the
least squire (LS) method which gives
ε̂a,LS

Nr
1 X
(n)
=
εa,LS .
Nr

(54)

n=1

Its variance is
2
σLS
=

Nr
1 X
σn2 .
Nr2

(55)

n=1

The other is the maximum likelihood (ML) method which gives
PNr −2 (n)
n=1 σn εa,LS
ε̂a,ML = PN
.
(56)
−2
n=1 σn
Its variance is
2
σML

=

ÃN
r
X

!−1
σn2

.

(57)

n=1

5.2. Discussion
Both (50) and (51) are influenced by the clutters. Though εa is a
constant, it varies with different background when it is computed by
the function “phase(·)” in MATLABr . In the experiments, the value
(n)
of εa,LS differs from each other for the same target in each range bin.
The phase ambiguity influences the estimation accuracy seriously.
The slope of the phase values in
φn (k) = ∠Dn (k)

(58)

is almost a constant in each range bin in the area covered by the
Doppler spectrum of the moving target. In practice, we get the slope
value kn corresponding to the phase difference part of the moving target
in the n-th range bin. As a result, the azimuth velocity can be get from
εa = kn

πKa
.
∆ku2

(59)

By combining εa ’s in all the relative range bins, an azimuth
velocity estimate can be obtained from (54) and (56).
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Table 1. System parameters of simulated and field data.
Description
Range to scene center
Platform velocity
PRF
Carrier frequency
Signal bandwidth
Sampling frequency
Range Resolution
Azimuth Resolution

Value
Simulation Field Data
10000 m
200 m/s
2000 Hz
10 GHz
200 MHz
500 MHz
1.0 m
1.0 m

40800 m
218 m/s
1200 Hz
9.6 GHz
400 MHz
480 MHz
0.5 m
0.5 m

A precondition is made that |εa | ¿ 1 in (44). However, when εa is
not so small, the estimated value should be modified in practice. From
the algebraic function
1
= 1 + 2εa + 3ε2a + 4ε3a + . . . ,
(60)
(1 − εa )2
ε̂a would be modified by
ε̂0a ≈ ε̂a − 1.5ε̂2a − 2ε̂3a .

(61)

Equation (61) indicates that |ε̂a | must satisfy
|ε̂a | > 1.5|ε̂a |2 + 2|ε̂a |3 ,

(62)

It means that |ε̂a | 6 0.43, and the maximum detectable azimuth
velocity will be
|Va,max | ≈ 0.43Vp .
(63)
6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
6.1. Computer Simulation Results
We confirmed the proposed scheme by dozens of simulations. A typical
experiment is presented herein. The radar system parameters in use
are shown in Column 2 of Table 1.
In the simulation, the scene is a patch of terrain near KunyuMountain, Shandong, China. Six moving targets, all sized by 5 m in
range and 3 m in azimuth, are added to the scene. The random velocity
vectors of six targets are listed in Table 2. After the simulated returns
are collected and processed, a complex-valued SAR image is generated,
and its amplitude image is presented in Figure 6. It can be seen that
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T6

T2

T3
T5

T4

T1

Figure 6. A simulated scene embedded with six moving targets.
Table 2. Simulation parameters and estimated results.
Real
Velocities
Target
[m/s]
Vr
Va
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

−8.0
20.0
16.0
4.0
2.0
5.0

Rough Estimates [m/s]
Vr

Va1

Va2

Final Estimates [m/s]
Vr1

Vr2

Va1

Va2

10.0 −8.5170 10.6 10.7362 −7.6381 −7.7020 10.3 9.8098
−2.0 18.9961 −5.6 −1.6840 20.0748 19.3214 −5.6 −1.7050
−6.0 15.0824 −6.3 −5.7242 16.0476 15.9948 −6.2 −5.9606
15.0 5.0326 15.5 17.8935 4.2828 4.2964 15.4 15.2057
20.0 2.7378 21.1 24.5542 2.1906 2.2351 21.1 19.2922
25.0 7.6872 26.0 35.3839 5.8118 5.9679 25.7 23.7787

the moving targets are smeared and appear in displaced locations along
azimuth direction.
We detect the moving targets by symmetric defocusing filters
and isolate from the SAR image. Both range and azimuth velocity
estimators are used to process each isolated patch. The velocity
estimation results are listed in Table 2.
Let’s discuss the elements in Table 2. The coarse range velocity
estimates in Column 4 are estimated by Radon transform with the
angle θ ranges from 0◦ to 179.9◦ with increment of 0.2◦ . Then we
compensate the target patches by using these coarse range velocity
estimates. As for the AVE based on symmetric defocusing technique
(called AVE-I, for simplicity), the probing azimuth velocity ∆Va ranges
from 0 m/s to 30 m/s with increment of 0.1 m/s. The resulted coarse
azimuth estimates are listed in Column 5. As for the AVE based on
phase gradient technique (called AVE-II, for simplicity), it estimates
each azimuth velocity component by both LS and ML methods,
resulting in V̂a,LS and V̂a,ML , respectively. The average of V̂a,LS and
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V̂a,ML , i.e., (V̂a,LS + V̂a,ML )/2, is regarded as a coarse azimuth velocity
estimate of a moving target. The six azimuth velocity estimates are
listed in Column 6.
The modified range velocity components corresponding to the
elements in Column 5 are listed in Column 7. The modified azimuth
velocity estimates of the AVE-I are shown in Column 9, and that of
the AVE-II are shown in Column 10. The modified range velocity
components corresponding to the elements in Column 10 are listed
in Column 8. We see that the AVE-II is more accurate than the
AVE-I in the case of low azimuth speed because the sharpnesses of
two defocused images differ slightly, and thus its feature curve is so
smooth that the peak position is difficult to be determined. However,
the AVE-I gives higher accuracy than the AVE-II does in the case of
high azimuth velocity because the sharpnesses of two defocused images
differ significantly, and thus the peak position of its feature curve is
easily identified. As for the AVE-II, the skewer the phase gradient line,
the larger the slope estimation deviation becomes.
6.2. Results of Field Data
A field complex-valued SAR image is collected near an airport in
Shaanxi, China, as shown in Figure 7. The radar system parameters
are shown in Column 3 of Table 1. The scene covers an area of about
765 meters in azimuth and 600 meters in range. Two vehicles, labeled
by T1 and T2 , are arranged to moving along the runway in the same
direction. Both vehicles move at the speed of 5 m/s approximately.
The flight line of the platform parallels the runway. It can be seen
that the background is focused fairly well while the image of the two
vehicles are smeared due to their azimuth motion.
We detect the moving targets by using symmetric defocusing

Figure 7. A SAR image containing two moving targets.
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technique, and then isolate them from the SAR image. The target’s
velocity vector is computed on each isolated patch individually. The
range Doppler plane of the patch containing T1 is shown in Figure 8(a).
By taking the Radon transform of Figure 8(a) with θ ranging from 0◦
to 179.8◦ increased by 0.2◦ , a Radon plane is achieved and shown in
Figure 8(b). It can be seen that the angle corresponding to the Doppler
locus is nearly concentrated in θ = 0◦ . By computing the standard
deviation of the Radon plane along ρ axis at each θ point, a standard
deviation curve varying with θ is obtained and shown as a dash line in
Figure 9(a). As a result, θ̂ = 0◦ , and thus V̂r = 0 m/s.
The AVE-I uses an SDF bank with ∆Va ranging from 0 to
30 m/s increased by 0.1 m/s. The resulted sharpness difference curve
is normalized and shown as a dash line in Figure 9(b). The curve tells
that the target is moving in an opposite direction of the radar platform,
and the azimuth velocity estimate is about V̂a1 = −4.9 m/s.
The same operations are applied to the patch containing T2 .
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Figure 8. Range Doppler and Radon planes of T1 and T2 .
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Figure 10. Phase gradient curves of targets T1 and T2 .
Figures 8(c) and (d) show its range Doppler plane and the Radon
plane, respectively. The standard deviation curve used to compute the
range velocity is shown in Figure 9(a), and the normalized sharpness
difference curve used to compute the azimuth velocity is shown in
Figure 9(b). As a result, its azimuth velocity estimate is about
V̂a2 = −5.0 m/s.
The AVE-II is also verified based on this image. For each
isolated target patch, its range Doppler plane is compensated by
its range velocity estimate first. Then the phase gradient in each
range bin is computed. Figures 10(a) and (b) present two typical
phase gradient curves for target T1 and T2 , respectively. For target
T1 , its final azimuth velocity estimates are V̂a1,LS = −4.7443 m/s and
V̂a1,ML = −4.8211 m/s for LS and ML method, respectively. For
target T2 , its azimuth velocity estimates are V̂a2,LS = −5.2948 m/s and
V̂a2,ML = −5.1762 m/s.
To present the effectiveness of the estimators further, we isolate
two patches from a SAR imagery which generated by using the radar
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parameters listed in Column 3 of Table 1, each of them contains an
moving target with unknown velocity components. The patches are
shown in Figures 11(a) and (b), denoted by Tu1 and Tu2 , respectively.
The corresponding range Doppler loci are presented in Figures 11(c)
and (d).
After taking Radon transform on Figures 11(c) and (d), the
slopes of the range Doppler loci are calculated. As a result,the coarse
range velocity components of target Tu1 and Tu2 are 21.65 m/s and
17.81 m/s, respectively. After aligned by the two coarse estimates,
the range Doppler planes are refocused and used to estimate their
azimuth velocities by the two AVEs. For target Tu1 , its sharpness
difference curve and phase gradient curve are shown in Figure 12(a).
Its azimuth velocity estimate results are −1.5 m/s and −1.61 m/s for
the AVE-I and the AVE-II, respectively, and the final range velocity
is about 21.96 m/s. For target Tu1 , its sharpness difference curve and
phase gradient curve are shown in Figure 12(b). Its azimuth velocity
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Figure 12. Feature curves of targets Tu1 and Tu2 .
estimate results are −7.5 m/s and −7.73 m/s for the AVE-I and the
AVE-II, respectively, and the final range velocity is about 19.07 m/s.
These estimates are reasonable in the reality.
7. CONCLUSION
New algorithms are proposed to estimate the velocity of a detected
moving target in a complex-valued SAR imagery. The estimators are
verified and confirmed by experiments with simulated and field data.
They work effectively in the experiments.
The range velocity component is derived from the slope of the
Doppler locus achieved through Radon transform directly, so this range
velocity estimator need not resolve Doppler ambiguity. The estimated
range velocity component should be modified to be more accurate by
the azimuth velocity estimate.
Two azimuth velocity estimators are designed. One is based on
symmetric defocusing, the other is based on phase gradient technique.
The former is robust because it tries to alleviate the influence of clutters
and interferences. The latter is sensitive to the clutters because it
is based on estimation algorithms such as least square and maximum
likelihood method. In practice, one can improve the latter’s robustness
by excluding the background from the detected target patch as much
as possible. The former gives accurate estimate for an azimuth velocity
larger than 2 m/s because the larger the azimuth velocity, the larger the
sharpness difference becomes. The latter gives accurate estimate for
an azimuth velocity lower than 20 m/s because the lower the azimuth
velocity, the smaller estimation deviation of the phase gradient’s slope
is.
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It should be pointed out that the proposed velocity estimators are
not more accurate than that using multi-antenna systems or waveform
diversity techniques. However, our estimators are more cost-effective
for their simplicity and effectiveness.
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